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I Believe in You 

1. Score Base at 5 ½”, fold & Burnish. 

2. You can either cut an envelope from the kit for the two White pieces or use Basic White. For one White layer 

tear some Removeable tape or Post-It note so it is wavy like mountains. Lay towards bottom, with the negative 

piece, you might want to cover ‘sky’ so you won’t get ink on there. Using a Blending Brush go over top only and 

a little down to make your mountains, this makes it look like it is foggy. LEAVE ROOM FOR MOON!  

3. Squeeze out some White Re-Inker onto surface like a block, then squirt a little water from Water Painter onto 

White Re-Inker with brush, then tap the front of the brush on finger over your sky until you like the results. 

4. Remove Tape. 

5. Using Blending Brush go over top half using Pacific Point to make sky, do not go too close to the mountains to 

give them a ‘glow’. 

6. Take one of the fronts from the kit with the moon on it, DO NOT PUNCH OUT STARS! Lay over white area at 

top of card you put your mountains on, and press Versamark over moon punch out. Then place into White 

Embossing Powder, heat set until shiny. 

7. Stamp sentiment on front as shown. 

8. Stamp inside sentiment on 2nd piece of Basic White, then stamp butterfly to left and color with Blends.  Add flying 

‘trail’ as desired.  

9. Add Wink of Stella to Butterfly to fill in the colors, and add sparkle! 

 

Supplies 

Stamps: Paper Pumpkin April 2022: 

Change is Beautiful 

Inks: Memento Tuxedo Black, Versamark, 

White Craft Re-Inker, Pacific Point 

Blends: Orchid Oasis 

Paper: Orchid Oasis 4 ¼” x 11” 

Basic White 4” x 5 ¼” (x2) 

Embellishments: Wink of Stella 

Tools: Blending Brush, White Embossing 

Powder, Heat Tool, Water Painter, Wink of 

Stella 


